Basic results on unbounded operator algebras are given, a general class of representations, called adjointable representations is introduced and irreducibility of representations is considered. A characterization of self-adjointness for closed, strongly cyclic ^-representations is presented.
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Then for any x e M we have
In particular, any op *-algebra is directed.
An extension 2ft x of SCL(M,N) is a set of operators 39iC L(M b JV^) where M C Mi, NCJVj and for which there exists a bijection φ: 35 -*9b x such that φ(B)\M = B for every B G 39. If $ CL(M,N), the Sft-topology on M is the topology generated by the set of seminorms {||x||, ||BJC||: B ε38}. The completion of M in the 35-toρology is denoted by M m or simply M if no confusion can arise. We say that 35 CL (M, N) is collectively closed if for any net c* E M satisfying x α -> x E //, Bx α -* y (JB) E H for every B E S3, then JC E M and fix = y(jB). Clearly if all B E 35 are closed then 55 is collectively closed; the converse need not hold. 
(M) and A,B(Ξ® implies AB<Ξ®, then 38 C L C (M®). (4) // 38 C L C (M, N) is directed, then M® =_Π {D(B): B E 38}. (5) // £$ CL C (M) /5 an op-algebra, then £β is an op-algebra. If 38 QL C (M) is an op *-algebra, then $ is an op *-algebra and M® = {

Proof
(1) Suppose 38 CL(M,N) is collectively closed and x a E M is a Cauchy net in the 38-topology. Then x a and JBJC« are Cauchy in H so there exist x, y(B)GH such that x α -»x, Bx a -*y(B) in H for every B GS8. Since 35 is collectively closed, x EM and £jc α -» JBX, SO JC« -» x in the^ 35-topology and M is complete in the 38-topology. Hence M = M®. Conversely, suppose M = M», and jc α is a net in M such that x α -> x and J5x tt -> y (J5) in H for every B E 35. Then x α is Cauchy in the 38-topology. Since M is complete in the 38-topology there exists an x'E. M such that x a -* x' and J3x α -> Bx' in H for every B E 38. Hence It follows that x E M a . (5) This is a straightforward consequence of (2) and (3).
In the work of R. Powers [6] only hermitian representations are considered. But there are important representations that are not hermitian. For example, even if TΓ is hermitian, TΓ* need not be. We therefore treat a larger class of representations, which we call adjointable, that includes TΓ* whenever π is hermitian.
Let si be a *-algebra and let TΓ, τr λ be two representations of si with domains D(π), D(τr { ) C H. We say that TΓ and ττ x are adjoint and write ττaττ λ , if (τr(Λ)x, y) = (x, TΓ^A *)y) for every AGi and JcGD(π), y E D(τr x ). Notice that a is a symmetric relation; that is παπi if and only if ττ λ aπ. Also, πaπ if and only if π is hermitian. Furthermore, if παπi and ^απ 2 then ττ(A)=ττ 2 
for every A E.M and if £>(τr) = D(π 2 ) then TΓ = ττ 2 . We say that a representation TΓ is adjointable if there exists a representation T^ such that τraτr x .
If π is a representation of a *-algebra si, we define D(τr*) = Π{D(π(A)*):A <Ξ sέ) and τr*(A)= τr(A *)*|D(τr*) for all A£i (To save parentheses we use the notation π(A)* = [τr(A)]*.) In general, π* need not be a representation since, for one thing, -D(τr*) need not be dense. If TΓ is hermitian, then π* is a representation [6] . Hence, if π is hermitian, then for every A6i and JCED(TΓ), yED(7r*) so παπ* and each is adjointable. THEOREM 2. ( 1) (3) Suppose π Cπ, and ττ λ aττ 1 . Then for every x ED(ττ), y E D(π 2 ) we have (ττ(A)x, y) = (ττi(A)x, y) = (x, ττ 2 (A *)y). Hence 77ατr 2 . For all xED(τr), yED(τr!*) we have (π(A)x, y) = (x, 7Γ!*(A *)y). Hence Ttair* and by (2) Hence π λ aπ and by (2) T (7) It is shown in [6] that π is hermitian if TΓ is hermitian. Since π is hermitian we have π Cπ*. Applying (3) twice gives π**Cπ*** so TΓ** is hermitian. Since TΓ** is closed we have from (2) that πCπC TΓ** and from (6) τr**Cτr*.
We now show that the extensions in (7) can be distinct. Let si be the free commutative *-algebra on one hermitian generator A. Define the representation π of si on the Hubert space H = L 2 [0,1] as follows:
It is straightforward to show that π is hermitian and that π = π = Now let τri be the representation of d on H defined by:
It is straightforward to show that Hi is hermitian and that TΓJ = TΓ^TTI** = 7Γ,* [8] .
We now consider commutants and irreducibility. If πaπ u define C(τr, 77i) to be the set of operators C E L C (H) satisfying (Cπ(A)x,y) = <CJC, π!(A*)y) for every JC E D(τr), y E D^), A6i.
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. LEMMA 3. (
1) C(π, 77i) is a weakly closed subspace of L C (H) containing I. (2) C(π,π.) = {CG L C (H): C: D(τr)-> D^r,*), Cτr(A) = ^*(A)C|D(TT)}. (3) C E C(ττ, TΓO ί/ and only if C* E C(ττ 1? TΓ).
The commutant of a ^-representation TΓ is defined as π(sέ)' = C(ττ, TΓ). It follows from Lemma 3 that ττ(^)' is a weakly closed, symmetric subspace of L C (H) containing I. However, π(s$y need not be a von Neumann algebra [6] . If TΓ is self-adjoint then π{sέ)' is a von Neumann algebra [6] . If π is a ^-representation, the strong commutant is defined by
Hence UNBOUNDED REPRESENTATIONS OF *-ALGEBRAS 375 π(i);={C£L e (H): C: D(τr)^D(τr), Cτr(A)
= τr(A)C|D(τr),VA G^}. 
It is easy to see that π(sέ)' s is an op-algebra in L C (H) containing / and if π is closed, then ττ(sέ)
'
Proof. Necessity follows from our previous observations. For sufficiency, if π(d)'= π(st)' s then C: D(π)->D{τr)
for all C G Hence D(ττ*)= U{Cx: JC G D(ττ), C G π For a bounded ^-representation π of a *-algebra i ona Hubert space H the following conditions are equivalent [2, 4] .
(i) τrW = {λ/:λεC}.
(ii) The only invariant closed subspaces of H are {0} and H. (iii) Every nonzero vector in H -D(π) is cyclic.
A bounded ^representation π is said to be irreducible if π satisfies any one (and hence all) of these three conditions.
For unbounded self-adjoint representations one can give examples [6, 8] which show that no two of the above conditions are equivalent. Also, there is more than one natural way to extend some of the above conditions for unbounded self-adjoint representations. Let π be a self-adjoint representation. We say that a subspace M is a self-adjoint invariant subspace for π if M is invariant and π \ M is self-adjoint. The following are natural conditions that one might use to define irreducibility for a self-adjoint representation π of a *-algebra sέ with domain D{τr)QH. IfO^φEM, then clearly φ is not a strongly cyclic vector for π (l)-» (2'). Suppose (2') does not hold. Then there exists a nontrivial self-adjoint invariant subspace M for π. Now M is not dense in H since otherwise π | M is a ^-representation of J^ on M = H with domain MCD(ττ-). Then TΓ | M CTΓ = π* C(ττ |M)*. Since π\M is selfadjoint, 7rjM=τr and D(τr) = M which is a contradiction. By Theorem 4.7 [6] the projection E on M satisfies EEπ(M)'. Since £V0, /, (1) does not hold.
)->(1). Suppose (1) does not hold. Since π is self-adjoint, π(si)' is a von Neumann algebra so there exists a nontrivial projection E E π(sί)'. By Theorem 4.7 [6] , ED(π) is a nontrivial self-adjoint invariant subspace for π. Thus (2') does not hold.
(3')->(l). Suppose (3') holds. Let 0^£Eτr(^)' be a projection. By Theorem 4.7 [6] , ED(π) = M is a self-adjoint invariant subspace for π. Let O^ψGM. Since φ is cyclic and {π(A)φ: A E i}CM,M is dense in H. As in (1) Let rf be a *-a!gebra and let π, π ί be *-representation of ^ on Hubert spaces H, // b respectively. We say that TΓ and π x are equivalent, and write π = 7r b if there exists a unitary transformation V from H onto H, such that VD(π) = D(τr,) and τr(Λ) = V*π 1 (A)V for every A E j£ Let ω be a state on ^. Then by the GNS construction for -algebras [6] , there exists a closed, strongly cyclic ^-representation π ω of sέ with strongly cyclic vector x 0 such that ω(A) = (τr ω (A )x 0 , x 0 ) for every A E sέ. Moreover, if π is any closed, strongly cyclic ^-representation of sέ with strongly cyclic vector y 0 such that (π(A)y 0 , y 0 ) = ω(A) for every A6i then π = π ω [6] .
We now characterize states ω such that ττ ω is self-adjoint. 
